
The Transformations Artists

Diana Probst  (Book 1)
Cambridge, UK

Diana began painting as a hobby and could not give it up. She now works as a fine artist from a 
studio off Mill Road, Cambridge. Her main focuses are portraiture and still life, which gives her 
plenty of chance to stare at people and drink tea while painting things that do not talk back. Yes, 
she can paint your cat for you. No, she will not be painting your house. http://dianaprobst.com/ 
@DianaProbst  

Lili Morgan (Book 2) 

Surrey, UK

Lili is an emerging abstract artist from Surrey. She specializes in painting with neon, and U.V. 
paints. She uses the particular medium of neons for their brightness in colour, and she uses the 
alternative U.V. paint, "because it transforms a painting into a totally different picture via the light".
Lili has documented her journey as an emerging artist in an online journal, and has also 
collaborated with various poets. @LiliMorganArt  

Kelly Occhiuzzo (Book 3)

New York, USA

Kelly is a New York artist, mother and  maker. She has a Bachelor of Fine Arts from the The Cooper
Union 1989. She is an Abstract Expressionist, who loves to not only work on paper because of its 
immediacy, but also because it is readily available in our everyday lives. Kelly prefers to begin a 
painting with a single line, 'a search for movement through mark making'. Working with ovoid and 
rectangular shapes she looks deep into the painted surface to discern the layers of mark making 
which slowly evolve into her final artwork. https://kellyocchiuzzo.see.me/     @KOKO820

  

Elaine Offley (Book 4) 
Cambridge, UK

I live in Cambridge and in recent years I've had an increasing  amount of time available to develop
my interest in illustrative drawing of birds and flowers. Meeting Nicky and being part of ArtiPeeps 
has provided an opportunity to meet other artists and exposed me to a range of influences. It's 
particularly exciting to be part of this collaborative 'Transformations' Project and is the first time I 
have exhibited one of my drawings.

Hugo Smith (Book 5)
Belfast, Ireland

Hugo Smith lives and works in Belfast.  He paints to remember the past, and to hope for the 
future.  He wants people to stop for a while, look at the abstract paintings and consider what it 
means to them.  By removing the image he hopes the viewer can go back to childhood and 
engage their imagination. http://www.hugosmithoriginals.com/ @Hsmithoriginals  
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Charlie Redding (Book 6)      
 Hereford, UK

Charlie is an emerging, mixed media artist from Hereford. He is currently writing his first fantasy 
novel and is producing artwork to illustrate his fiction.  @charliearty  

Ken Fasimpaur (Book 7)        
   Ohio, USA

Ken's  first images appeared on black and white film, either documenting aircraft at a local air 
show or fabricating convincing UFO images from props. He’s since followed a cometary orbit 
through photography’s aspects, including point and shoot film cameras, classrooms, darkrooms, 
digital cameras, and Photoshop. His subjects included architecture, family, nature, surface and 
abandoned space. Ken’s recent work uses cameraphones, shooting improvisationally, processing 
results on the fly and posting  them quickly, capturing moment in the method. He remains drawn 
to the nexus between detail and form, abstracting the larger concrete and revealing the ephemeral
essentials of its nature. He resides in the American Midwest in Ohio with his family and varying 
quantities of cats.  http://www.flickr.com/photos/ @kjfasimpaur  

Sara Mena (Book 9)

Dublin, Ireland

Sara Mena (1985, Lisbon, Portugal) is a happy artist and animator, currently living in Dublin, 
Ireland, who works in a variety of media. Using figurative art as the starting theme she mixes 
traditional with digital to create visual pieces in the form of concepts, paintings, portraits and 
cartoons. She hopes to radiate bliss. to everyone that happens to be entertained by her art.. 
http://saramena.com/  @_saramena  

Ray Bentley (Book 10)

Stoke-On-Trent, UK

Ray Bentley is an award-winning painter from Stoke-on-Trent whose still lifes and figurative 
paintings have been exhibited throughout the UK. He now lives and works near Redcar with his 
partner and dog, where he spends his days eating biscuits, napping, not doing the housework, 
tweeting about his favourite things, reading thrillers and - occasionally - painting. You can learn 
more about him at www.raymondbentley.com @bentleyteesside  

Gill Offley (Book 11) 

            Cambridge, UK

I have been a frustrated artist for many years- or, more accurately, a frustrated non-artist! As a 
late starter and now with time to explore other interests, I've enjoyed trying out different drawing 
and painting media. I have focussed mainly on figurative pieces so far- still more to experiment 
with. My main inspirations are the notion of creating something that grows from a first tentative 
mark on paper or canvas and a belief in the self-perpetuating nature of creativity. Nicky and fellow 
ArtiPeeps members keep me inspired and being invited to exhibit a piece of my work as part of the
network of artists for this Transformations project is a real privilege. 
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Ryan Atkins (Book 12)

       Wyoming, USA

I was born and raised in the wild mountains of Wyoming USA (in 1975), constantly, fishing, hiking 
and camping. This love of nature kept me grounded during a very dark period of my life when I 
lost my father in an accident when I was 14. I graduated high school in 1994 and went on to flunk
our community college's arts program. After a failed marriage years later, I managed to retain 
custody of my daughter. While raising her alone I returned to college, and graduated with a 
degree in Network Engineering in 2008. Working in the cold basements and dark closets of the IT 
field was absolutely abysmal, so I went into business with a family member until late November 
2013 when I decided to become a full-time artist. Both my daughter and I have never been 
happier! http://www.ryanatkinsart.com @theryanatkins  

Robert Fitzmaurice (Book 13)

Reading, UK

Robert Fitzmaurice (born 1960) is a british painter and printmaker. His work, which he describes as
lyrical figuration, is characterised by expressive use of colour and form. The human figure is an 
important motif for him and it appears in various guises, shaped by ideas about the human 
condition and rites of passage. Originally from the Midlands he studied fine art at Sunderland and 
Reading.  Since then he has exhibited in the UK and abroad and his work has entered a number of
private collections. He lives and creates in Reading, Berkshire.   http://www.robertfitzmaurice.co.uk/
@robfitzmaurice  

James Mackenzie (Book 14)

     Chelmsford, Essex, UK

James Mackenzie (Chelmsford Essex, UK) gained his Fine Art (Hons) Degree at Hertfordshire 
University. After working as a portrait Artist for a number of years he decided to study for a PGCE 
in Art and Design. James went on to teach Art in secondary education for 7 years. He found this to
be very rewarding and a chance to share his passion in Art.  During this time he discovered the 
style of painting which he is most passionate, what he describes as a ‘natural’ style of 
land/seascape painting. James has now left the teaching profession to focus wholly on his Art 
career. http://www.mackenzieart.co.uk  / @jmackenzieart  

Amanda Santos (Book 15)

                 California,  USA 

My name is Amanda Santos and I am a California high school senior in the United States. I have 
only recently become involved in art, and have been enjoying exploring all the different mediums 
art has to offer. I am currently taking the International Baccalaureate Visual Arts class where I can 
study and become inspired through art from all over the world. I have participated in two previous 
art collabopration with ArtiPeeps- 'Interactions and Intersections' in the past summer and in the 
'Deformation and Beauty' Monster Project this past October. I have enjoyed working with people 
from all over the world and hope to do so again. @AmandaS5454  
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